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Board ok.'one

protest,rejects

by Kathy McCarthy

A special meeting of the ASSU Judicial Board on Tuesday night unanimously allowed Creighton Balinbin's protest
against the second primary for ASSU second vice president.
THE BOARD unanimously disallowed two other protests, one from Rich Otto and one from John Cummins.
The Judicial Board was composed of Fr. Leonard Sitter,
S.J., director of student activities;Marc Soriano, Bellarmine
dorm council president; Jim Worrall, Xavier dorm council
president; and two senators which the first three were to
choose. The senators were Joe Hafner, who served as board
chairman, and Tony Grabicki.
Balinbin's complaint charg- out, any conclusion reached
ed that Frank Siderius had there (about a three-way race)
asked that his name be left should be discounted. He was
to give voters the
off the second primary bal- attempting
same choice they had had in
lot but his request had been the first primary.
refused.
Draper said he had felt SideriSiderius, speaking as a us understoodhis
reasoning and
witness, said he was not pro- was not opposed to having his
testing the decision, but had name left on the ballot.
Siderius said he had wanted
asked that his name be left
off "since it was an obvious his name removed.
three way race" (between
THE JUDICIAL BOARD recPhilip Jenkins, Balinbin, and ommended a third primary for
the office to be run in the first
Bill Brophy).
week of Spring quarter.
BALINBIN based his case
Otto questioned the validity
on Art. 11, Sec. C, para. 2 of of the March 2 election for MUN
the ASSU constitution, members. (MUN membersholdwhich states that a student ing academic excuses to attend
a Corvallis, Ore., convention on
may terminate his candidacy Friday
were permitted to vote
any time before the election. on Thursday
afternoon in the

-

Lindsey Draper, first vice
president, speaking as counsel
for ASSU, explained that since
the initial primary was thrown

ASSU office.)
Otto read Art. 111, section 1 of
the ASSU constitution which
gives the senate power to es-

Nixon trip shows
power reshuffle
by Ann Standaert
President Nixon's China trip
seems to indicate a possible reshuffling of the old balance of
power, several panelists told
students Tuesday during a
round table discussion.
Four faculty members, Fr.
Mario Bovone, language arts
professor, Dr. Ben Cashman,
political science chairman, Chu
Chiu Chang, associate professor of mathematics, and Albert
Mann, associate professor of
history, discussed Mr. Nixon's
trip.
MANN AND Dr. Cashman
both feel that because of the
trip the U.S. has changed the
thrust of foreign policy.
"It seems a new alliance is
in order," Mann contended. "All
of our allies (in Asia) will have
to be reevaluated."
IF THE U.S. and China become allies, there is a possibility
that a number of countries,
particularly the Philippines,
Taiwan and Japan, will begin
to think about an association
with Russia, Mann stated.
The greatest threat now, Dr.
Cashman contended, may be a
confrontation between Russia
and China over the Northern
countries.
"CHINA IS desperately in
need of natural resources and
the only way to go is north to
Mongolia or Siberia," Dr. Cashman said.
Chang noted that he felt it
has always been Mao Tse
Tung's intention to try to retrieve Mongolia.

Fees dropped
Fees for dropping and adding a class and for acquiring
a transcript have been dropped, according to the Registrar's office.
This will go into effect on
registration day of spring
quarter, 1972, and will apply
to all students and alumni.
THE FEES were dropped,
according to the Registrar,
upon recommendationby the
Deans and was approved by
the Very Rev. Louis Gaffney,
President of S.U.

Fr. Bovone felt that the main
reason for the trip was personal.
Mr. Nixon has wanted the trip
for years and did it for ease of
mind, he stated.
"IT DIDN'T come about because of ping pong diplomacy,"
Dr. Cashman agreed. "Nixon is
a political man and he wants to
win reelection. Ithink he genuinely wants peace too."
The important element of the
trip, Dr. Cashman holds, is the
fact that the President went to
a country the U.S. does not re-

two

others

tablish special voter classifica- 2) students had to punch their given a ballot without presenttions by membership in char- own student body cards (a mark ing a student body card. Lott
tered organizations. He felt this on the card precludes voting said the proctor did not take
power applied to the setting up again in the same election) and note of how many ballots each
of a special election and held had the opportunity to fail to student took and often didn't
that MUN should have re- punch or to punch the card in check i.d. or the punching of
quested a senate action to authorize their early voting.

the wrong spot, 3) he reiterated student body cards.
Otto's protest of the MUN elecDraper pointed out to the
tion and 4) he questioned leavthat no case of a student
board
HE ALSO CHARGED that ing loose, unfilled ballots lying voting twice had been proved
to
put
questioned
out and
failing
Draper did not have the authorbut added that his interest was
ity to set up the special elec- completed ballots into the bal- in having the fairest election
tion, thatother students were de- lot box immediately.
possible. He also pointed out
prived of a right to vote on
Etection Code states
DRAPER MENTIONED he that the
Thursday, that the election was
may protest an
student
any
thus discriminatory and that it had tried for two weeks to se- election but the code does not
cure enough proctors for the say a
was harmful to the plaintiff.
violation necessarily inelection but had been unable to
the election.
validates
The board ruled that Otto had do so.
misinterpreted the constitution,
Cummins concentrated hi s
THE BOARD disallowed the
specifically Art. 111, section 1. case on points 2 and 4.
protest on the grounds
Cummins
It also ruled that Draper had
Two witnesses, Jim Sleisher
that
he
had
failed to prove the
the authority to make special and Merton Lott, were called. election invalid by virtue of the
I,
provisions.
sec(Art.
election
Sleisher said that students vot- violations he mentioned and,
tion C.)
ing in Bellarmine around noon secondly, had failed to prove a
A third protest, lodged by had to punch their own cards, student voted twice.
John Cummins, student senator in many cases without super- " No date has yet been set for
and someand unopposed candidate for vision by the proctors
the next second vice presidensenate position number eight, times punched the cards in the tial primary.
charged four election code vio- wrong spot. He added he had
All other office winners, as
lations: 1) two proctors were seen people not punch their
reported in the Tuesday Specnot at all polls at all times, as cards.
provided in the Election Code,
He said that one girl was tator, are official.
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Wrapping up the year...

cognize.
THE LOCATION of China before the trip was extremely
perilous, Mann said. China is
a weak country surrounded by
strong powers, he explained.
"I think the U.S. has given
Russia cause to think seriously
before making any ventures
into China," Mann added.
Dr. Cashman feels that Mr.
Nixon made a mistake in not
consulting the major allies
first.
At the present time, Mann
agreed, Japan is worth more
than China.
DR. CASHMAN and Mann contended that Mr. Nixon should
not have agreed to recognize
only one China in the joint communique with Chou En-Lai.
THIS YEAR'S basketball squad makes a
"You can't restore to China pact
to overcome their opponent during a
something that didn't belong to
time
out in a recent game. For the interChina," Cashman stated.

Black alumni contribute
to David Bell Family Fund
The Black Alumni Association 21, S.U. psychology senior, is
of S.U. has contributed $200 to still in serious condition in Harthe DavidBell Family Fund and borview Medical Center. The
urges other organizations and second daughter, Mrs. Jacqueindividuals to assist the Seattle line Strickland, 17, died March
family, victims of a house fire 1. Her husband, Clyde Strickthat has already claimed one land, 21, is still in serious condition, also at Harborview.
life.
Two members of the Bell famDonors may direct their conily were in critical condition fol- tributions to Fr. D. Harvey Mclowing the Feb. 17 fire that vir- Intyre, pastor of Immaculate
tually destroyed their home.
Conception Church, 820 18th
A DAUGHTER, DaVerne Bell, Aye., Seattle 98122.

— photo by bob kegel

views of departing seniors and headcoach
Bucky Buckwalter, see pages 6 and 7.

Montessori manuscripts

find home—
Five years after the death of
E. Mortimer Standing,the books
and manuscripts he willed to
S.U. have found a home in
Marian Hall.
His writings deal with the
Montessorian theory of teaching which emphasizes natural
growth inlearning and the spontaneous needs of the students.
THE PURPOSE of the Mon
tessorian Studies Center is to
work on Standing's half-finished
manuscripts. It will be a source
of information and referral for
those interested in the Montessori method, its schools, and its
local teachers.

at

last

FR. WILLIAM J. CODD, S.J.,
professor of education, is director of the Center
Standing was Maria Montessori's first assistant for 20 years.
The office, Marian 001, is open
to the public.

Last Spec
This, faithful readers, is

the last edition of this distinguished student publication
which will reach your hands
this quarter. Publication will
resume on Tuesday, April 4.

More letters

editorial

Violence, board result lamented
maliciousviolence

occur it is degrading to the program and to the team.

truly disappointed ivlorQily snoKy " " "

To the editor:
We feel that the disgraceful
show of malicious violence
(March 6 at an intramural
game) against two refs and one
earn member of Spread was
otally out of place. We feel the
refs handled the situation as
well as can be expected under
he adverse conditions to which
they were personally subjected.
Intramural programs are in
much need at S.U. The student
lirectors have tried to organize
a workable program which can
offer the students a relaxed atmosphere in which to compete.
When assaults against the staff

WE DONT need people playing in the program who can't
control their emotions, or teams
who will do anything to win. We
aren't playing for a living, we
don't have excellently trained
refs, we don't keep exact time
and the game is for fun, not for
money. It's played for the individual satisfaction and the
team effort.
You should feel pride in winning, but it takes a bigger man
to face up to defeat.
Michael Wheeler
Pat Smith
Randy Santo
Phil Kuder
Jerry Schaefer
Darrel Prentice

To the editor:
Tuesday night a few people
witnessed the degrading of the
ASSU and the elimination of the
possibility of the Judicial Board
ever making a just decision
again. After presentation by the
prosecution and two witnesses
of clear cases of election irregularities that violated the election code and the ASSU constitution, and the defense all but
admitting that new elections
should be held, the Judicial
Board voted unanimously
against the holding of new elections.
This decision, we feel, killed
the future effectiveness of the
ASSU and established a precedent whereby anything goes in
elections as long as a witness
does not come forward to incriminate himself and state that
he did in effect stuff the ballot
box by voting more than once.
ALL THAT we can say now is
that we are truly disappointed
in student government and we
are apparently suffering from
the false belief that the ASSU
constitution and election code
was written to be followed in
all cases and not only when it
pleases the Judicial Board.

by Phil frank

FRANKLY SPEAKING

John Cummins
Merton Lott
Tom Pasquier
Jim Sleisher

Perhaps no ASSU election in recent memory has weathered so many waves before finally electing a slate of offi-

cers.
THAT FACT is all the more remarkable in light of the
sparse filing for many of the offices in the ASSU, senate,
AWS triple bill. (Seven of thirteen contests were unopposed
while no candidate ran for senate seat no. 6.)
The candidates who remain, however, have been sufficiently interested in the outcome to file protest after protest. This could be interpreted as sour grapes or an effort to
poke satiric fun at the election structure except for one
thing several protests were well taken.
Of the three complaints before the Judicial Board last
Tuesday night, the testimony of John Cummin's two witnesses cast the greatest doubt on the validity of the entire
final election.
NO INSTANCE of one student voting twice was proved,
but the two amply demonstrated that the opportunity did
exist for such double or triple voting.
Though the proof is inconclusive, we must say that a
decision to uphold such an election is less than an attempt
at full justice.
There is no doubt that a second final election would
have involved much inconvenience and loss of time with
quite probably a decline in voters.
The Judicial Board decision to allow Creighton Balinbin's protest and disallow the others is final. It can be supported on strictly legal grounds morally, it stands on shakier footing.
HOW TO PREVENT multipleprotests of other elections?
Proctors should be impressed with a clear sense of their
responsibilities, for one thing. A little more willingness on
the part of our myriad "service organizations" to actually do
some serving would not be amiss either.
Finally, the appointment of a responsibleElection Board
Coordinator, though a difficult task, should be a rule for
allfuture elections.

—

—

—

Dr. Pat Smith

Kontum hospital needs funds
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Yo Poga ng Tih, the Big
Grandmother of Medicine, as
she is known among the Montagnards of South Vietnam's central highlands, needs help desperately.
The "grandmother" is Dr. Pat
Smith, S.U. alumna, who found-

ed and runs Minh-Quy Hospital that many people may feel that
in Kontum about 20 miles from Vietnam is a lost cause, and
the Laos-Cambodia border.
that the hospital will not funcHAVING WORKED with Mon- tion for long. This can be an
tagnards for almost 13 years, even more serious consideration
she recently wrote to the Kon- for those of us here on the
tum Hospital Fund, her support- spot."
ing agency in Seattle, "Irealize
In her letter Dr. Smith stated
thatmoney for running expenses
of the hospital is available only
from
the Kontum Hospital Fund.
Ross,
General
Glynn
Director
SEATTLE OPERA
"All efforts to obtain money for
running expenses of the hospital
from other organizations have
met with failure."
But now it looks as though
the KHF may be meeting with
failure, too.
THE PAST several months
the fund's demands have increased to about $5,000 a month
while contributions have not
been meeting half of that. Their
reserve, consequently, could be
depleted in less than a year if
the trend continues.
Minh-Quy Hospital has registered more than 32,000 different
patients since July, 1963. The
cost of complete care of one inpatient plus one out-patient
there is less than one dollar per
day. This includes food, all staff
salaries, transportation costs of
Western staff, car repairs and
"everything other than what we
can obtain by 'scrounging."
Presently the Western staff
are all doing without
members
"BRILLIANT
the most detailed, most accomplished
their monthly stipend of $90 unmost imaginative production in the company's history."
til the crisis is resolved. Dr
Wayne Johnson, Seattle Times
Smith has had to cash a check
from her own small personal
one of the most
GLORIOUS
a glorious evening
reserve in order to meet exintensely theatrical operas ever staged in this area."
penses of Montagnard staff payroll, food and other serious
Rolf Stromberg, Seattle P-l
needs.
DR. SMITH hopes that people
SEE THE OPERA-iN-ENGLISH
will continue to be as generous
SERIES PRODUCTION OF "BLACK WIDOW"
in responding to this emergency
appeal as they have been in the
WITH ANOTHER SENSATIONAL

—

Thomas Pasatieri's

BLACK
WIDOW
THE WORLD PREMIERE
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MARCH 10
OPERA HOUSE 8:00 P.M.
TICKETS: 54.25

Call MA 2-7406 for the ticketoutlet
nearest you.

past.
Perhaps Tom Carleton, number one individual donor, summed it up best when he wrote,
"It's a joy to help the poor and
when you can't, it's a joy to

help those who help the poor.
It all belongs to God and what
belongs to God is for everyone."
Donations can be sent to Kontum Hospital Fund Maritime
Building, room 522, Seattle, Wa.

letters to editor
pression that the Crew Club took postponement? Had this been
quite a loss because they, too, done Cultural Day might possibly have been salvaged.
could not cancel.
To the Editor:
Homecoming '72 could have
A word to those who haven't
a pleasant experience for
FINALLY,
were
the
clubs
been
yet submitted poems to the curinformed
of
the
It's too bad that what
many.
ever
postponerent competition of the National
the Homecoming Com- had the potential of being the
Poetry Press. I did so, year ment by
mittee or the ASSU Second Vice- perfect end for Homecoming acbefore last. Unless the writer President? If so, how soon, and tivities had to be postponed. I'd
wants to pay to see his work in in what manner, after the de- like to suggest better communiprint, Iwouldn't advise it.
cision to postpone had been cations and organization in reBrevity is more important made were the clubs notified? gards to future activities to help
than quality; the writer receives And had the thought occurred to alleviate many of the problems
an acceptance of one short poem those in the decision-making that arose for Cultural Day 1972.
AggiePigao
by form letter. A few weeks body to contact the clubs before
after that, he gets a form letter
explaining that the poem has
been judged an exceptional efSpecialists In
fort worthy of appearing in a
special, hard-bound edition.
Would the writer care to purchase a few? Only $5 apiece.
The publication is not sold on
Dyeing
Cleaning
Alterations
the open market, only by mail
to the contributing writers.

pay

n' print

LEATHER
*

OF THE POEMS Isent in,
one was accepted; Ijudged it
among the worst Ihad.
H. A. Nelson
Fragments editor

*

SUEDE
*

LEATHER CLEAN, LTD.
1310 Madison
EA 2-7577
(between Boren & Broadway)

Environmental programs
will lead to new degrees
Two new degree programs in dents desiring a broad backenvironmental science are be- ground in environmental studies
ing offered at S.U., Dr. David can take a wide range of courses
W. Schroeder, deanof the School from different departments. The
of Science and Engineering,has programs require less specialization in one field than do traannounced.
The new degrees will be titled ditional B.S. degree programs,
Bachelor of Science and Bache- explained Dr. Schroeder.
lor of Engineering. Course outTwo new environmental
lines for both degree programs courses in biology and one in
will be listed in the new S.U. civil engineering will be offered
Bulletin of Information, to be re- in the programs. All other
leased soon.
courses for the programs are
already offered in the various
UNDER THE programs, stu-

science departments.

SHERIFF & THOMPSON
"We Repair All Makes"

BODY WORK
MOTOR WORK
BRAKES
PAINTING
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
1130 Broadway
EA 4-6050
EA 4-6050

.

some questions
To the Editor:
This is in regard to the postponement of Cultural Day,
Homecoming 1972. Several questions: 1) Why was the information concerning Cultural Day
with one person? 2) Why were
all the papers at one person's
personal home? 3) Why were
there no carbon copies of plans
kept at the Homecomingoffice?
4) Why have a co-chairman if
both chairmen aren't equallyinformed? 5) Rumor has it that
most of the participating clubs
did not even turn in written reports. Why weren't periodic
writtenreports made mandatory
and if writtenreports weremandatory, why was there no followup?
Now, let me get to specific

instances. Hui O Nani Hawaii
incurred costs due to the impossibility of cancellation of 3100
pounds of freight that was ordered one and a half months
prior to Cultural Day. Not to
mention the time and efforts of
those in Hawaii and Seattle who
extended their kokua (help) for
the benefit of making Cultural
Day a success for Seattle University. Iam also of the im-

NOTICE TO
CONTRIBUTORS
The Spectator wishes to remind contributors that letters to the editor should be

a maximum of 200 words,
typed double spaced andhave
a written signature.
Sounding Boards should be
submitted the same way and
have a maximum of 500
words.
All contributions which exceed the wordlimitations will
be subject to editing as space

demands.
Names will be withheld on

request.
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Sometimes flying standby
is mostly standing by.
That's Why Northwest came
Far«»
with
wun Rpsprupri
Heservea Ynuth
rouin rare.

Up

Camping out is great. But not at an airport.
Sometimes, unfortunately, it turns out that
way. Now, though, we've done something
about it.
If youhave any airline Youth Card, you can
get a reserved seat for 20% off. Make a reservation and when flight time comes, just walk
in and take your seat along with all the other

important people. No waiting. No worrying.
No Setting bumped off the plane when you
reaMy wanted to go all tne way home
if you don't have a Northwest Youth Card,
you should. And you can get one at any Northwest ticket office or your campus travel agent,
(Be sure to bring along proof that you're

between 12-22.)
Next time you can't afford to wait, remember Northwest's Reserved Youth Fare. And
call your travel agent or Northwest Airlines.

FLY NORTHWEST ORIENT
PS. STANDBY FARES. To those of you who don't
mind standing by in airports and even
think it's sort of neat because you meet interesting
people there: your Youth Card can still get
you Northwest's regular standby youth
fare— 4o% off Coach.
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Homecoming attendance compiled; finances uncertain
Attendance figures are avail: speech while 150 attended a dance in the Olympic Hotel.
Some 400 students attended
able for Homecoming '72 but panel discussion following the
the free Suprise Night movie
the financial status of this year's talk.
Sixty-eight contestants par- "They Shoot Horses, Don't
event will not be known for a ticipated in the Homecoming They" and between700-800 came
couple of weeks.

ACCORDING to Bryce McWalter, general chairman, Political Day drew some 450 people to Giovanni Costigan's

in the Connolly Center during Cultural Day which lost money
the same time periodas the free on purchases already made bemovie, was canceled McWalter fore the cancellation.
said, shortly after it began beHOMECOMING is reimbursing the Hawaiian Club for its
cause of minimal attendance.
to Tabard Inn Night, phase four
Surprise Night "phase one" loss, which was $182.68, accordhandball tournament.
He estimated that 250-300 peo- of Suprise Night.
was to have been a talk in the ing to Richard Coleman, club
ple attended the Victory Bash
Connolly Center by Fr. Michael treasurer. Most of the money
following S.U.s game with SanTVfO OF the four phases of Toulouse, S.J., and Mr. Louis went for shipping charges from
ta Clara while 125 couples at- Surprise night did not occur. Jeannot. The talk was canceled Hawaii.
tended the student homecoming Professional bingo, scheduled after Fr. Toulouse said he had
Proceeds from Homecoming
not been informed of the event. will go to a special hospital
No date has yet been set for fund for DaVerne Bell.
the Cultural Day activities postAccording to John Ruhl, the
poned by the injury of DaVerne Crew Club had purchased pies
Bell.
for Cultural Day but was able
According to Mike Moothart, to sell all the pies during the
Homecoming treasurer, the Ha- Tabard Inn celebration of Surwaiian Club was the only one prise Night. They incurred no
of the groups participating in loss on the pies.
demonic in Scripture to modern will be thrilled with a diet of
1
\
Coleridge's "Cristabel," Mereviews of possession.
One
of
a
Series
Fr. Carmody intends to pres- dith's "Lucifer in Starlight,"
ent such literature as "The Ex- Poe's "Ulalume" and the works
orcist," "Rosemary's Baby" of the 18th century "Graveand "The Turn of the Screw." yard School."
He will also concern himself
An added dimension will inwith Marlowe's "Faustus" and clude a menu of such movies
King James the First's "Demon- as "Frankenstein" (1931), Bela
ologie." Fr. Powers intends to Lugosi's "Dracula" (1931), and
stress the origin of the Gothic Lon Chaney's tribute to lycanhorror and terror novel in 18th thropy, "The Wolf Man (1941).
century England. He will also
Fr. Powers noted that "It is
the intention of this symposium
present a study of Mary Shelley's "Frankenstein," Br a m to add meaning and study to our
Stoker's "Dracula" and Le- fascination with the occult. We
Fanu's "Uncle Silas."
are thrilled with the opportunTHOSE INTERESTED in the ity of bringing to life a topic of
poetical aspect of the diabolical such possibilities."

Monsters and devils in literature
to undergo theological exam
Students intrigued by Frankenstein, Dracula or Rosemary'6
Baby will have the opportunity
of receiving substantial intellectual background in "The Occult:
Terror and the Diabolical in Literature, with Theological Perspective," an English department symposium to be offered
at S.U. this summer.

THE COURSE will concern itself with a literary approach to
the topic. Fr. Robert Carmody,
S.J., andFr. James Powers S.J.,
will conduct this aspect. Fr.

John Navone S.J., will be called
in to cover a variety of theological considerations, from the

|
The
i Beer Drinker's j
j
| Guide

|

Students needed

Capitol Hill Fish helps area
"Neighbors helping neighbors" is the nature of a group
Capitol Hill Fish, aclabeled
cording to Ms. Kathleen Cunningham, an active member.

group has expanded their services to include transportation,
companionship, short - term
babysitting, minor home repairs, and hot meal preparation.

THE GROUP is part of an international Christian organization dedicated to helping those
people in need of various services. In reference to the name
of the group, Ms. Cunningham
explains, "The fish was an early
Christian symbol for Christ."
The Capitol Hill branch of the
organizationbegan operating in
October, 1970, and has received
an overwhelming response by
the community. The original
purpose of the Fish organization
was to provide short-term crisis
help to residents of Capitol Hill.
Since its opening, however, the

THE GROUP functions on a
strictly voluntary basis with
volunteers working either a 12
or six hour day. The service
operates seven days a week,
and, because of the extremely
long working hours coupled with

Faculty moves
toward AAUP
A discussion of collective negotiation for University faculty
by attorney Mary Ellen Krug
drew approximately 70 S. U.
faculty members Feb. 24.
The attendance at the AAUPsponsored talk was considerably
higher than that at earlier meetings to discuss the same topic.
A drive to obtain collective negotiating authorizations from at
least 51 percent of the eligible
faculty is already underway.
With approximately 140 faculty
members eligible to vote, AAUP
organizers had obtained authorization from one third of them as
of yesterday. Chapter president
Dr. Warren Johnson said he is
"quite optimistic" that the 51
percent level will be reached.
IF 51 OR more percent of the
full-time faculty authorize the
AAUP to negotiate with the administration, the University will
be required to do so under the
National Labor Relations Act.
Dr. Ben Cashman, Washington State AAUP president,noted
that chapters at the University
of Washington and Washington
State University are collecting
authorizations in anticipation of
a state law allowing them, as
state employees, to negotiate.

CLASSIFIED
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an overload of work, volunteers
are desperately needed.
"Students would be of great
help in transportingpeople from
hospitals, and doing housework
for the sick on their own time,"
Ms. Cunningham said.

Students interested in volunteering their time may contact

Fr. Gene Delmore, S.J., in the
Chaplain's office located on the
third floor of Pigott, or call Ms.
Cunningham at EA 4-2636.
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HOW TO GET
BEER GLASSES
BEER-CLEAN.

j

j

It's surprising what a difference a really
clean glass can make— not just in the appearance of your beer and its head, but in
the aroma and flavor as well.
To test your glass, fill with clear water,
pour out and hold up glass. If it drains leaving streaks or individual drops, there is
soap, grease or foreign matter in your glass.
—
Wash the glass in a good detergent
never soap rinse with clear water and
place upside down on dish drainer to dry.
Never wipe the glass with a towel, or place
on a towel to dry. When you fill the glass,
pour directly down the middle, from just
above the lip of the glass. You'll get a clear,
brilliant glass of beer, with a pleasing bouquet and a snow-white, small-bubbled head.
These tips are presented by the West's
oldest brewery, to help you get all the real
beer flavor we brew into Blitz-Weinhard
Beer. We pledgeyou a perfect glass of beer,
every time. And we want you to enjoy it.
After all, that's what beer's all about.

—
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Outgoing ASSU officers assess their terms of office
of the mandatory attendance
rule, ran afoul of what he
termed "realistic considerations." The "politicalsituatipn"
in the Academic Council precluded, he said, any positive action in the matter.
THE LEADERSHIP Confer-

feels, allows the senators to con-

THE PURCHASE order systribute as individuals. He tem for clubs has produced no
pointed to decreased absentee- ill effects beyond somewhat
ism as evidence that the sen- more paper work and "running
ators are interested in their around," Lupo noted. The system, he continued, protects
work.
DRAPER SAID HE was clubs against liability for un"lucky" to have a core group authorized purchases made in
ence, Boyle noted, increased of senators he could work with. their name.
Outgoing ASSU treasurer and
Lupo believes his experience
done."
communications between the
help him coordinate with
president-elect
Lupo
Pat
dewill
ASSU
and
campus
THE ASSU continued a trend
clubs.
Students began coming to the scribes his term of office as his successor when he is prestoward concern with academic
matters pioneered by the Doug ASSU for help with their prob- both a rewarding and an edu- ident.
FRANK McHUGH laughingly
McKnight administration, Boyle lems in Winter quarter, said cational experience. Work ing
went on to say. The policy finds Boyle. This was in contrast to with club treasurers gave him pointed to his freshly painted
as
opportunity
to meet interest- Irish motif office
evidence of
favor with the students, he be- Spring and Fall when ASSU aid an
ing peop1 c. Lupo says he his desire to run for re-election.
went unrequested.
lieves.
it
Boyle admits to some disap"I'd like to think the Senate learned to treat each situation He decided, however, thatedwould only
be repeating an
pointment over the non-publica- is beginning to revive itself," as unique.
—
The ASSU has not felt the fi- uational and traumatic expertion of the Teacher Evaluation. concluded first vice president
nancial crisis to the same de- ience.
The main objections to publica- Lindsey Draper.
"Lack of experience killed
The process should continue, gree as the University because
tion wereraised by statisticians,
he said, on the grounds that a he says, with the Senate utiliz- of the funding contract, Lupo us," says McHugh.
McHugh cited Ecology Week,
different rating system was ing its full powers. The ASSU told The Spectator. Noting that
Blues Nights, and Blue
used for the second evaluation. officers should be called on to the previous ASSU administra- the two
Furthermore, Boyle said the make at least monthly reports, tion had turned funds back to Banjo Night, all of limited sucthe University at the end of the cess.
University's lawyers have told he believes.
Orientation, and the Nick
him publication of the evalua"THERE WAS a certain di- year, he said funding requests
versity of opinion brought out from clubs far exceeded avail- Weber show were accomplishtion as planned would not incur
the risk of lawsuits. Boyle con- in the student senate." Draper able funds. Students have al- ments of a higher order, he
siders the evaluation, which will continued. It resulted, he said, ready paid their fees, he said, said.
McHUGH SAID he bore a
be published after the May 10 from a more diverse group of and should get the benefits from
survey, as his greatest personal senators. It manifested itself in them. Any end-of-the-year sur- "double burden" as second vice
plus would be placed in the conpresident, because of failure of
accomplishment in office.
a more careful scrutiny of legtingency
fund, he continued.
clubs to sponsor any all-campus
particbody,
The Presidential Search Com- islation before the
mittee, of which Boyle was a ularly that dealing with money.
member, claimed much of his Draner cautioned restraint in
time during his first two quar- funding clubs through the senate
ters in office. But, Boyle said, rather than the Financial Board.
"I can't say all the work mani- New clubs should Drove their
fested itself." The Search Com- abilities and worth, he said, bemittee sifted through over 200 fore they are funded.
Draper is proudest of innominations in the course of its
work.
creased activity by senate comAnother Boyle project, repeal mittees. Committee work, he
by Robert Kegel
Matt Boyle leaves the ASSU
president's office with most of
his administration's projects
successfully completed, or nearly so.
"I'm generally satisfied," he
told the Spectator, "that we did
as much as we could have

—

activities and the Administration's crackdown on underage

drinking.
"It's ironic," he said, "to
have to leave a Catholic university and go to a Catholic church
three blocks away to drink."
On a lighter note, McHugh
hopes to see the Tabard Inn
selling beer at the beginning of
spring quarter, "when the sun
comes out." He stressed that
the terms of the license will not
bar students under 21 from the
premises. Beer will initially be
sold in cans with installation of
taps scheduled for fall quarter.
The office of ASSU secretary
is not demeaning to women, as
some have suggested, according
to Pierina Dilorio. But neither
should women monopolize the
post.

Admitting some distaste for
typing, Pierina told The Spectator she approached the job as
an officer and not a secretary.
It was a worthwhile experience,
she said, and taught her how
the University functions.
PIERINA NOTED that students have ceased regardingthe
ASSU as a club and have come
to see it as a government.

.
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Evans and dorm hours
Gov. Evans, Tom Workman,
dorm hours and Prof. Edward
Teller are but some of the highlights of former months of
March.

FIVE YEARS AGO
Gov. Dan Evans was the principal speaker at the S.U. Mock
Constitutional Convention. Other speakers included Secretary
of State A. LudlowKramer, Sen.
Martin Durkan, Supreme Court
Justice Robert Finley and Attorney General John O'Connell.
Letters to the editor questioned the dorm hours.
Tom Workman was unanimously voted to the United
Press International All Coast
team. The only other unanimous
pick was UCLA's Lew Alcindor.
The Chiefs battled the Texas
Western Miners for a spot in the
regional NCAA tournament but
lost 62-54. The season record

that year was 18-8.
TEN YEARS AGO
Professor Edward Teller, one
of the pioneer scientists in the
development of the atomic and
hydrogen bombs, was the featured speaker at graduation

exercises.

A record number of 1476 students out of 2741 voted in the
ASSU election.
The last day of spring quarter
was moved from June 8 to June
7 because so many seniors were
having trouble locating accommodations for their parents due
to Century 21. The change
meant that parents could stay
in the vacant dorms.
FIFTEEN YEARS AGO
Elgin Baylor was third in the
nation on offense with a 30.00
points per game average. He
was also second in the nation
on defense.

WINTER QUARTER 1972 EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
examination schedule is based upon the meeting times of
the lecture session
ExaminationDay
Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

at

at

at

March 15, 1972

Exam Time
8:00 a.m.
to

10:00 a.m.

March 16, 1972
March 17, 1972
Classes meeting Classes Meeting Classes Meeting
8:00 DAILY

MTWTH

MTTHF

MTTH
MWTH
TWTHF

11:00 a.m. 11:00 TTH
to
12:00 noon

12:00 noon 11:00 DAILY
to

2:00 p.m.

MTW
MTWF
MTTHF
MTF

MTTH

9:00

DAILY
MTWTH

10:00

MTW

MTWTH
MWTHF

MTTHF

MWF

MTTH
MWF
TTHF

8:00 TTH
9:00 TTH

12:00 DAILY
MW
MWF

MTH

MTTHF
MTWTH

MWTH
MWF

DAILY
MTTHF
TF

10:00 MTH
TTH
TF

1:00

DAILY
MW

MWF

MTWTH
MTWF

MTTH

TTHF
M
3:00 p.m.
to
5:00 p.m.

2:00 ALL

11:00 T
12:00 TTH
TF

1:00 T
TTH

TTHF

All classes in conflict with this schedule, classes not provided
for, and lab only classes will have the final exam on the last

day of class.

Theseyoung ladies are:
a) applying for the postof Tabard Inn manager.
b) the women's self-defense class.
c) all married and living inMountlake Terrace by now.

letters to editor
sue the ASSU. Most teachers published this quarter. The prihave given strong support to mary consideration was the
To the editor:
this project. Only a very few fact that the A-E marking sysImust say Iwas disappointed have expressed opposition. On tem was used Fall Quarter. Alin The Spectator's coverage of the basis of heresay that one though, I
am confident that this
the ASSU elections. Your report of those expressing opposition did not result in confusion on
placed the other two primary might be ready to sue we felt the part of the students, it was
candidates for Treasurer in the that we should consult a lawyer. the opinion of the statistician
final when, in fact, Ioccupied After consulting a lawyer we we consulted that the evaluation
one of the positions on the bal- are convinced that in the un- should be done again Spring
lot. With this happening the day likely case that a teacher should Quarter using truly professional
before the elections, Iwas un- issue suit the ASSU and the evaluation.
able to have it corrected. Ican University can protect themRespectfully,
only say thanks a lot.
selves.
Matt Boyle
Jerry Pluth
The evaluation will not be
ASSU President

thanks a lot

evaluation
To the editor:
I am compelled once again
to write a letter clarifying the
status of the teacher evaluation.
Whereas, Ifeel the article in
Tuesday's Spectator was substantially accurate the headline
was misleading.
THE HEADLINES lead some
people to believe that teachers
strongly opposed the evaluation
and as a result were ready to

engineering honorary adds members
Three new members were added to the S.U. chapter of Tau
Beta Pi, the national engineering honorary, during a recent winter

initiation.
They are Shari M. Gruver, Allan E. Query, juniors, and Leßoy

R. Wicklund, a senior.
TAU BETA PI elects engineering students on the basis of
scholarship and character. The top fifth of the senior engineering
class and the top eighth of the juniors are eligible for election.
Other new members who were elected fall quarter include
Henry P. Arnold, Philip C. Kuder. Scott M. O'Neil, and Anthony
D. Woods, seniors, and James E. Mitzlafi, a junior.
Thursday, March 9, 1972/The Spectator/Page Five

Seniors talk of basketball years
by Sue hill
yearly
duty of the sports
A
editor is to interview all graduating seniors on the basketball
team. The questions posed to
the players range from future
jobs to the player's remarks
about his years as an S.U. ball
player.

THE FOLLOWING article re-

lates those mutual feelings of
the five graduating seniors,
Steve Bravard, Mike Collins,

Gary Ladd, Adolph Sanchez and
Mark VanAntwerp along with
B uc k y Buckwalter, Chieftain
head coach.
Mark VanAntwerp labeled his
progress the past four years
as a disappointment.
"I am not happy with my progress. When Ifirst came here
Ithought Iwas recruited to play
fresman ball only. But that was
not the case. Finally the program lost interest in me, not
me losing interest in the program."

among some team members,
answered, "CerVanAntwerp
tain ball players did smoke it,
but I could see no effects. I
would not classify it as a problem. We were always in the
public image and we can't act
like dope addicts."
Putting all this aside VanAntwerp feels Buckwalter is a
nice guy off the court. "He is
a good man outside the gym,
a real nice guy. He would do
anything to help you. Basically
Ilike him. I have given him
chances but time after time he
just turns around and slaps
me in the face."

family and making $120 a
month for four people, there
are problems. Consequently,
something is given up
like
school!"
But Ladd added that he would
not go on a team that had no
room for him other than the
bench. "I would go on any team
that I
would be assuredof playing on, and before Isigned I'd
make sure Iwould play."
Graduating in business management, Steve Bravard plans
to occupy his future in the field.
But if a pro contract comes
through he would like to play
for a couple of years.

—

"AS FAR AS MY performance
THE DEPARTING marketing
major does not plan to play pro
ball, but instead he wants to
travel after he graduates. "I
plan to go to Mexico mainly because it is cheap, primitive and
close. Besides they've got warm
water and the sun shines."
Mike Collins, who graduatesin
June, was a bit more reserved
in his comments.
"THE PROGRAM was not
"About my years here at
geared to include me in it. Iwas S.U. I'm satisfied, period."
really surprised when they ask- Collins feels that if the opportued me to keep playing. Ikept nity arose to play more ball, "I
playing and during that time I would take it if was lucrative."
felt Ishould have played more
than Idid. At the beginning of
THE 66" SENIOR said that
my junior year the coach told he would be interested in atme I would get to play equal tending law school to further
time. Iplayed ten minutes in his history knowledge but addthe first game and right then I ed that he would not like to
knew my chances were gone." teach.
"I didn't quit because IwantAs far as ever coaching a
ed the scholarship. I weighed basketball team Collins said,
the pros and cons and decided "I would not be interested." In
to take them for all the educa- reference to his head coach ColGary Ladd
tion Icould get. Ifeel they owe lins related, "Bucky is a great
me something since they had guy. He has helped me quite a
me for four years of my life." bit. He is a good man and I
VanAntwerp then related really respect the guy."
some of the problems that he
has seen since being affiliated
"RIGHT NOW I'd play for the
withS.U. basketball.
Girl Scouts if they'd ask me this year, I was more or less
and if they'd pay me," Gary pleased with it. I could have
"THE ATTITUDE of 'I don't Ladd said. The scampering six presented more of an offensive
give a damn', was a big problem foot guard has, to date, not re- threat, but I feel Ihelped the
this year. Ihad it, but Ihad no ceived any word about any pro- team more by the way I did
other route to take considering fessional contracts.
play."
the time Igot to play. Every"If I could get a try at it,
Departing from his own perbody had had the same feeling
at one point during the season, I'd try and try and try to make formance Bravard talked about
it. Iwould do everything within the performance of the team.
'If he won't neither will I.
my power to try and make it,"
"We had our problems and the
"Bucky's policy for substitu- the
P.E. major said.
main one was one of circumtion is another bad thing. That
Commenting on his being an stance. In Bucky's first year
may be why people are upset
with our basketball team. The idol to several local youngsters here the players squeezed everycoach is not playing the bench. Ladd responded, "I don't feel thing out of him. And if you let
He suits everybody up and all like Iam being idolized, I'm so one slip go there is no getting
we do is just sit. Guys go to the small that the kids are the back on the right track."
game to watch their friends same size as myself. But that
"THE COACH came here as
play and sometimes never get helps as we seem to communia rookie and wanted to please
cate better.
to.
everybody. He let things go by
Being small in size is an at- that year and
that created the
"L AC X OF communication tribute of his idol, also.
"Nate trend of the program, but he is
was another problem. There Archibald is my ideal player,
wasn't any between the coaches but Iguess I'm a bit prejudiced overreaching and controls the
bunch."
and players. There was no com- since we're both small! "
munication from the coach to
Another problem Bravard has
the last man on the team. He
THE ONE PLAYER who has seen in his two year stint here
is "psychological changes with,was afraid to go to the last man given Buckwalter the most
car'and ask him what he thinks, be- diac arrest threats in the league in the ball players. Like last
cause he knew what the player feels that the fans probably year I came off a road trip
with two good games and the
wouldsay and he was too afraid won't miss him. "There will
al- next ball game Iplayed eight
it.
to hear
ways be somebody else."
minutes.
"Bucky can not come down to
"I really enjoyed playing for
"That creates problems. It's
tell you what's the matter and
fact, part of my not what happens, but the way
Ithink a coach has to give and the crowd. In
crowd," Ladd it occurs. Iwas given no
take to be a good coach. Coach game is for the
reasoning as to why Iwould not play,
just gave too much when he responded.
first came here, the players
Reflecting back on the years, the coach left it up to me and
took him for all he was worth. Ladd enjoyed his freshman year unfortunately Iwas not the only
There is never any fear at the most. "Probably because person this happened to."
practice, he doesn't do anything we had such a great team. We
"THE PROBLEM has been
to you if you do something won, and of course it's always
incorporated into the system.
wrong.
fun when you win."
"If someone does something
Ladd's junior year was the It is there and it probably
they should pay the conse- most frustrating. "I was learn- won'tleave unless he gets a new
quences. He doesn't make them. ing how to handle the ball and batch of players that have never
been in his program."
A coach can't keep on saying, get the hang of everything."
Bravard feels that Buckwalter
'If you make one more mistake
The one thing that really bugs is a great guy— off the court—
you'll sit down' over and over
come
people
will
"but at 3:30 p.m. every day
again. The games are the same Ladd is that
up to him and ask why he something changes."
way.
didn't do this or that.
Bravard has sympathy for
"I THINK THIS all adds up
Buckwalter since "he gets little
"THE FANS don't realize that praise when he is winning and
as to why the crowds are smaller. Look at our record. We a player has to be of value to gets the brunt of everything
haven't done anything. With the the team and try to help them when he loses, but Iguess that
SuperSonics and the U.W. and and that may not mean shoot- is something a coach knows beSeattle Pacific College playing ing all the time, but rather fore he takes the job."
good ball, they are going to passing into the big man."
Adolph Sanchez, business mawatch them. We haven't played
Basketball is a mental strain jor, is counting on playing baswell, and who wants to watch as
well as a physical strain for ketball but not in the United
a loser."
States.
Ladd.
"One has to have a clear
"I would like to go over to
Commenting on the rumor
that there was pot smoking mind. But with school, ball, a Europe and play some ball
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Steve Bravard

Mark VanAntwerp

photos
by
bob kegel

Mike Collins

Adolph Sanchez

but if that does not go were more coaches, more atthrough then Iwould
- like to go tention wouldbe given. "But beinto the import export busi- cause of financial reasons, that
ness."
is not possible."
Apparently John Wooden,
RECAPPING his involvement head coach of UCLA, fascinates
in the Chieftain program San- Sanchez as he recently did a
chez believes that problems do study on the man.
exist but that they are primarily
"He has several personnel and
due to financial problems at the each one becomes involved in
school.
the lives of two or three players.
"The coaches are so busy re- He helps them, on the court as
cruiting and speaking at en- wellas off."
The jazz fanatic feels that
gagements, that they don't have
the time available that they Buckwalter would help anybody off the court out, "the
should to helpus."
coaching staff just doesn't have
SANCHEZ feels that if there the time for us on the court."
there,

Buckwalter evaluates Chiefs

season wins and losses

aware of, is that some people come around if they are given
cannot play a full game or even the chance. We knew Williams
"A coach is responsible for
would come back; he's enough
a game.
of an athlete that he wanted to
everything. We make all the half
decisions and one has to re"I HEARD people calling for —and he did."
Buckwalter believes that the
member that you can never Lenzy to come back into the
please everybody,"Bucky Buck- game the other night, but Lenzy lack of attendance at games is
a six-minute ball player. He due to the emergence of a prowaiter, head basketball coach, is
can't play any more than that fessional basketball team in the
said.
because he gets tired. Lenzy area.
even asked to be taken out."
"WE HAVE to make decisions
"WE USED to have regular
As far as substituting players,
based on a player's effective- the
head mentor said that some- town people coming to our
ness on the court. Consequently, times he won't take a player out games, but now that the Sonics
some people may not under- if he is having a bad night be- are here, they have drawn a
cause, "too often they lose their good portion of them away. We
stand our procedures."
confidence. Usually the player don't have that many alumni
in this area so we really have
Buckwalter cited Ron How- can play himself out of it."
to rely on our students."
ard, who turned in "great perdepends
LOT
on
the
BUT
A
formances," as an example.
"Every team in the country
time and score of the particular has problems. But Idon't see
Some people might have game. "Time-wise, if we see that we have any major ones
thought he should have started, that it may cost us the game to here. We had a winning season
a player in who is not
picked to place
we
but "people probably don't leave
playing well, then we will take and in were
league
and instead
the
is
a
fourth
how
it
to
realize
valuable
him out."
we ended up third."
team to have someone like Ron
During the first U.W. game,
Overall, for the season, the
being able to come off the bench
Greg Williams went scoreless "Chief" feels the team had its
spark
and
the team when we the first half. "I know people
high points but that, "we let
need it."
thought thathe should be pulled, down in a couple of spots that if
Another situation Buckwalter but statistically, players who we hadn't, we would still be
related that fans may not be play as much as he does usually playing right now."
by Sue hill

ASSESSING his departing senBuckwalter feels Collins
played well for the past two
years and that Bravard did a
iors,

"fine job for us this year, teamwise, and as being captain."

"Mark VanAntwerp contributed considerably all three
years. You know a player usually only works as hard as he

is pressured to and VanAntwerp
really pressured Williams."
REMARKING ABOUT his
flashy guard, Buckwalter said,
"Gary Ladd is as quick as any
player Ihave ever seen, sometimes almost too quick!"
"We"will definitelymiss all of
them!

...

Planning the next move

—

photo by bob kegel

Coach Bucky Buckwalter

Crew launches season
Saturday in regatta here
by JohnRuhl
The Chieftain lightweight rowing team launches its 1972
spring season this Saturday,
March 11, in a regatta against
the University of Puget Sound
on Lake Washington.
Under a new coach, Jorge
Calderon, a former bronze medalist oarsman in the Pan AmericanGames of 1959. the Lightweights are starting the new
season holding second place in
the West Coast Division of the
IntercollegiateRowing Association. That rank was earned last

season.

—

BUCKY BUCKWALTER details game plan
to his varsity basketball squad during time-

photo by bob kegel
out in a recent game. Shot was taken from

a catwalk above the Arena.

THE FIRST RACE, scheduled
for 9:30 a.m. on the Montlake
course, will be a four - oared
event. Rowing in S.U. No. 1
will be: Jim Larson, bow; Rich
Otto, 2; Mark Pembrooke, 3;
Frank Pontarolo, stroke; Mitch

Ikeda,

coxswain.

Seated in S.U. No. 2 will be:
Jim DuPont, bow; Steve Hooper, 2; Matt Cossette, 3; Dave
Pellegrini, stroke; Stan Tomasa, coxswain.
The second race at 10 a.m.
will also be run in four-oared
shells. S. U. No. 1 will have:
Gordon Alexander, bow; Larry
Gosselin, 2; John Ruhl, 3; Barry Leahy, stroke; Mitch Ikeda,
coxswain.
ROWING in S.U. No. 2 will be
Mark Wills bow; Pat Edwards,
2; Tom Weed, 3; Ted Schindler,
stroke; Tom Tomasa, coxswain,
Coach Calderon said that the
crew does have equipment to
handle a few more men this
season. Anyone wishing to turn
out for the Chieftains may contact the coach at LA 3-8533 in
in the evenings.

Fight halts game; intramurals temporarily suspended
by Pat Smith
cident involving two players and
"Toliver was taking a jump two referees.
Willie Toliver, a member of
shot from the corner and Ifoul- the Soul Hustlers intramural
ed him on the wrist. The foul basketball team, allegedly
was not called and he turned struck an opposing player, Moraround and hit me under the ris, and two referees, Ed Crafchin. When Igot up Isaw Ed ton and Gary Dankelfson, durCrafton also on the ground, ing an intramuralgame between
bleeding under his right eye." the Soul Hustlers and Spread.
These were the observations of
AFTER THIS occurred, Craffreshman Bob Morris after last ton tried to eject Toliver from
Monday night's intramural in- the game.

"I approached Toliver telling tried to restrain him. Toliver
him Iwas ejecting him from then grabbed my arm and kickthe game. Then as Iturned to ed me in the groin," Dankleftell the scorekeeper, Toliver sen related.
The game was then cancelled
struck me with his fist to the
right side of my nose, causing after the altercations. Toliver
two cuts. One cut required five was not available for comment.
stitches," Crafton explained.
There will be a meeting at
Danklefsen. the other referee, noonastoday concerning this matstepped in at this point.
ter
well as the entire intraAT THIS TIME Itried to call mural basketball program,
the game. Toliver came at me which has been temporarily suswhile one of the Soul Hustlers pended.

BERNIE SIMPSON, assistant

varsity basketball coach and

head of intramurals, said he
would withold comment until
after today's board meeting.
Those attending the meeting
will be Fr. Timohy Cronin, S.J.,
Fr. Len Sitter, S.J., Bob Harmon, Bernie Simpson, Charles
Mitchell, Ed O'Brien, Dr. Tom
Page, Sue hill and those directly involved in the incident.

Jockettes capture women's intramural championship
ed high honors with four points
High scorer for the Burgundy ing 2nd floor 21-13.
The 3rd floor Jockettes -deElaine Belleque 1c d seven
Karen Nicksic sank 13 points each. Martha Conlon contribufeated Burgundy Bleus 34 12 Jockette scorers within nine Bleus was Nani Castor with five
Tuesday night to become this points followed closely by Bon- points. Stephanie Cuelho had for the Mod Squad's top scoring ted three. Caroline Cullen and
year's women's intramural nie Simms' eight and Laverne four, Barb Hartman, two, and honors while Cathe Cla p p, Mona Young each had one.
Lane's si x. Annie Capparos Madeline Weber, one.
came up with five points, Evie
IN OTHER action Tuesday
DURING THE tournament, Pec h, three, Gerry Sleisher,
Jockettes managed to capture two, and Connie Burns added night, the Mod Squad captured
three wins without any losses. one point.
the second place title after beat-

basketball champs.

Joanne Douthit, Sue Kendall,
and Jessie Ryan each managed

IN THE final tourney standings, Mod Squad has a 2-1 winOn the 2nd floor team, Joanne Ios s record, Burgundy Bleus,
Carlson and Clarinda Part shar- 1-2, and 2nd floor, 0-3.
Thursday, March 9, 1972/The Spectator,
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Research award-contract won for
porpoise sonar biochemistry study

Newsbriefs
St. Patrick's day
— dance dueready
nearly
Day

It's
St. Patrick's
and Alumni House is
to
celebrate.
Mick McHugh, alumni director, has planned a 9 p.m.-l:30 a.m.
dance with no-host cocktails and snacks next Friday, March 17.

A $27,530 one-year research
award-contract for studies on
the biochemistry of porpoise sonar has been granted to S.U. by
the Department of the Navy's
Office of Naval Research.
Under the award-contract, the
first of its kind given to the
University, two S.U. visiting
chemistry research professors,
Dr. Donald C. Malms and Dr.
Usha Varanasi, will continue
porpoise research begun in 1969.

FACULTY, STAFF AND STUDENTS are invited to the gathering in Bellarmine Dining Room. The event will feature the Shamrock Dancers and the Cummins Bros. Shamrock Irish Ceili Band
from County Down, Ireland.
Reservations may be made through the Alumni House, ext.
5875. There will be a $1.50 cover charge.
Irish attire (or a reasonable facsimile) is asked.

THE TWO researchers are
performing their studies in the
Seattle-based Pioneer Research
Laboratory, operated by the
National Marine Fisheries Service.
However, the new grant will
include increased participation
by the S .U. chemistry department. One S .U. chemistry senior, Michael Everitt, is already
assisting part-time in the re-

Anybody interested in being a foster parent to a 15-year-old
girl?
Joanne Landaker, medical technology major, is looking for a
foster home for her younger sister, who is currently staying with
her. She needs the parental supervision that is essential to teenagers, Joanne said.
"I CANNOT HANDLE the pressure because Iam a full-time
student and Iam also working. So my sister is usually by herself," Joanne continued.
Anyone interested can contact Joanne at ME 4-3187 or Lucy
Jones at the Welfare Office, on Allen and Stone Way. A permit is
required and Joanne recommends that persons of about 30 years
or above should apply.

highly-intelligent mammals navigate and search for food by
emitting high frequency sounds,
then listening to the echoes as
these sounds bounce off underwater objects.

Household electronics, EE-XXX, is the title of a new course to
be offered spring quarter.
Jointly sponsored by Tau Beta Pi, an engineering honorary,
and the S.U. student branch of the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, the one hour class will be on Wednesdays
at 2 p.m. in Barman 102.

DRS. MALINS AND Varanasi
have shown that the sound
echoes are received by fatty
areas in the jaw of the porpoise,
then travel to the inner ear and

SUBJECT MATTER WILL INCLUDE basic household electricity, electrical shock hazards, household appliance operation, and
entertainment and consumer electronics.
The non-credit course is open to all students. A sign-up sheet
is located on the first floor bulletin board in Barman, adjacent to
Ba 102.
For more information call Bob Dodson, 626-6292.

foster home needed

search.
The research is designed to
unravelthe biochemical processes involved in the reception of
sound waves by porpoises. These

for the electrical mr. fix-it

—

photo by bob kege
brain.
Drs. DonaldMatins andUsha Varanasi
Their studies of this fatty receptor tissue have determined
that its molecules are rich in a
type of acid that is highly toxic
to humans. The acid is non-toxic to porpoises, and vital to the
passage of sound through the
head.
Some working students can (Withholding Exemption CertifThe next phase of the research request that no federal income icate) with the IRS. In order to
will attempt to discover why tax be withheld from their 1972 be eligible, a person must satporpoises and their ancestors pay, the Internal Revenue Serv- isfy two conditions.
were able to begin depositing ice has disclosed.
these unique fatty molecules in
FIRST, his or her 1971 inTo make the request, the stutheir heads.
dents must file a form W-4E come must have been low
enough so that there was no
federal income tax on it.
Second, if single, the student
Winter quarter grade re- asked to notify the Regismust expect to earn less than
ports will be mailed to home trar's Office by telephone or
$2,050 in 1972; if married and
addresses about March 21. by returning registration docfiling jointly, the combined inStudents who wish grades uments marked cancelled bemailed elsewhere must leave fore March 24.
come must be less than $2,800.
a temporary address at the
Students who do not adStudents who filed a W-4E for
Registrar's Office before vance register will receive a
1971
must file again for 1972, the
leaving campus. Forms will spring quarter registration
IRS said. Eligible persons can
be provided; self addressed number along with their winenvelopes are unnecessary.
get the form from their employter quarter grade report.
Degree applications for
Spring 1972 advance regisers.
tration fee statements are to graduation in June, 1972, will
■■.".VASWAVftWiVWAV
be mailed March 6. Those be accepted by the Regiswho complete advance regis- trar's Office through March,
tration and do not receive a
GRADUATION fee ($2O
tuition statement by March Bachelor's, $45 Master's) is
24 should check with the Reg- paid at the Treasurer's Ofistrar's Office.
fice, where receipt is issued.
ADVANCE registered stu- Please bring the receipt to
ST. PAUL-ARCADIA, Large 2 beddents who decide not to re- the Registrar's Office to obroom apt. Suitable group. $135,
turn for spring quarter are tain application forms.
Studio rooms $35, Bachelor apts.,

IRS announces change
in tax law for students

rote cadets commissioned
Seven seniors have been commissioned second lieutenants in
the U.S. Army after completing Reserve Officer Training Corps
requirements.They will graduatenext June.
Kenneth Dobson, Jr., and William Ryan, both of Seattle, and
Lawrence Conlan, Chicago Heights, 111., are distinguished military
graduates. They and Michael Wagner, Hackensack, N.M., are twoyear ROTC scholarship students.
OTHER NEW OFFICERS are David Ralphs, Seattle; William
Wood, Rosemead, Calif.; and Tony Lupo, Kalispell,Mont.
Dobson, Ryan, Conlan and Wagner will receive regular Army
commissions. Others receive reserve commissions.

official notice

——

CELLAR BRATION
Thurs., 8-10 p.m. Happy Hour
Friday afternoon, 1-3
Happy Hour

-

CLASSIFIED
$75. EA 5-0221.

Spectrum of events
March 9-10

STUDIO Apartments: $44-$B5, all
utilities included. EA 3-4659 or
EA 5-4675.

—

TODAY

Hawaiian Club Luau: Tickets
on sale daily from 11 a.m. 1
p.m. in the Chieftain
— and Bellarmine from 4:30 6 p.m. Cost
is $4.50.
TOMORROW
Skiers: There is extra space
available on the 5 p.m. bus to
Alpental. Tickets will be on sale
at 4:30 p.m. in Bellarmine, $3.50
for Ski Club members and $4
for non-members.
Spectator: 2 p.m. celebration
party for the Dynamic Duo in
the third floor newsroom.

SUPPORT
THE CHIEFS
8

I

'"I

*
|f Romance „
J Lance

"

PIKE

E where friends meet
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10< Scoops
1413

The Cellar

I.D. required

14th Aye.

DON'T MISS OUR GIANT SPRING

BOOK SALE

Begins Saturday, March 4th thru I!lh

Open Evenings, Mon. thru Fri.

TWO bedroom, wall-to-wall carpeting, about $110. Studio, $60
month. 1609 E. Columbia. AL 53818, AD 2-7857.

/O OFF REGULAR USFD PRICES
/O to
ONIY (XtMPTIONS; NPW ROOK,-CONSIGNMENT &
LATE CATALOG STOCKS.

LARGE, clean, nicely furnished, 4room apartment, walking distance
from S.U. $75, call Mrs. Shelton,
MA 3-7300.

20% OFF INDIANBEUCS-BASKETS-CARVINGS
20% OFF THOUSANDS OF USED PAPERBACKS.

TWO bedroom, triplex, 3Vi blocks
from S.U., $100, but will bargain.
609 E. Columbia. Call Bob Smith.
EL 5-3818 or Brian, AD 2-7857.

—

openCLASSICAL Guitar lessons
ings for 5 beginners, 3 intermediate. Call AT 5-3958 after 6 p.m.
Mon. Fri.

-

TYPING

at my home.

30

50

Ask for listof Additional Credits
of from 10% to 25% Depending
on the size of your purchases.
"An Investment in Knowledge
Always Pays the Best
Dividends."

827-1430.

THE SHOREY BOOK STORE
FIBERGLASS hardtop for Triumph
TR-2 or 3. $75 or best offer. 63 13026.

A/VWWVWVWWWWWW

815-3rdAv». -Seattle, Wo. 98104
EST. 1890
MA40221
(One of

America's largest Rook

Stores)

j

